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While efficiencies beneficial to "stakeholders" should continue when COVID-19 no
longer presents a significant risk to public health and safety, the use of video for Baker
Act involuntary placement hearings should not be continued as they result in
unnecessary harm to individuals with severe mental illnesses. Such individuals are
indeed the primary "stakeholders" whose liberty interests are at stake.

The Workgroup on the Continuity of Court Operations and Proceedings During and
After GOWD-19 has reconimended that video hearings in which the presiding officer is
not resent be contiritied, but thisjractipe was thoroughly researched and found to be
hârmful by the'Flori'da Supreme Court Conïrnission on Fairness, Judicial Administration
of the Baker Act and Its Effect on Florida's Elders; Report & Recommendations of the
Subcoinmittee on Case Administration, 31 (1999). Pages 19-20. The Subcommittee
strongly recommended against the use of video for involuntary placement hearings.

As an ex-officio member of this Supreme Court Sub-Committee, my testimony was cited
in its report as well as in the Supreme Court's ruling in Doe v. State:

"Martha Lenderman pointed out that some individuals' mental health problems
include symptoms of paranoia. These persons may react negatively to video
hearings. Some individuals with mental illnesses may be too confused to
understand a procedure involving a video hearing. Further, the presiding officer
may be limited in observing the situation when confined to viewing only what a
camera is focused on. Ms. Lenderman warned that video be used with caution, if
at all, for involuntary placement hearings."

Even a reprekentative of the Rorida Depáftment of Children and Families (legislatively.
desi nated-aéthe ental HealtliAuthority o.f Florida" (394.457 FS) testified in , . e. . .
opposition to video hearings . .



"Vince Smith, of the Mental Health Program Office in the Department of Children
and Families, was concerned that use of video may increase the number of
individuals who decline to participate in their involuntary placement hearings."

Finally, Winifred Sharp, a Judge on the Fifth District Court of Appeal, observed:

"That it would be very difficult to make a video proceeding look or feel like a
formal court hearing, and therefore the chance that a patient might not
understand a court proceeding is occurring would continue to present a
challenge."

The Supreme Court in Doe identified involuntary placement as a serious deprivation of
liberty that distinguishes such parties and hearings from most other types of matters
handled by the courts. The Court found that individuals for whom involuntary placement
petition has been filed are "entitled to heightened consideration regarding the manner in
which the hearing will be conducted".

It is also important that courts not resolve this "efficiency" issue by simply moving
involuntary placement hearings to a courthouse or to a "host" facility. Miami-Dade and
several other locales conduct their Baker Act Involuntary Placement hearings at
locations other than the facilities in which the patient is held.

Transporting patients to a courthouse or a "host" facility can be very stressful and
potentially harmful to patients. The Baker Act [394.467(4)] requires,

"Except for good cause documented in the court file, the hearing must be held in
the county or the facility, as appropriate, where the patient is located, must be as
convenient to the patient as is consistent with orderly procedure, and shall be
conducted in physical settings not likely to be injurious to the patient's condition."

The Court also cited in the Doe case that:

The Legislature has expressed a clear preference in section 394.467 that
hearings be conducted at the patient's facility in a manner that would not likely be
injurious to the patient's condition. Moreover, as was mentioned at oral
argument, oftentimes when mentally III patients are transported to the circuit
court, they are transported and treated via the same process and procedures
used for criminal inmates. Judicial expediency will never justify such treatment of
some of our State's most vulnerable citizens.

As stated in statute, except for good cause documented in the court file, Baker Act
Involuntary Placement hearings should always be conducted at the receiving facility
where the individual is being held with the presiding officer present. Transporting these
individuals to a courthouse or a "host" facility is not an acceptable method of increasing
efficiency for court personnel. Shifting the burden of these Involuntary Placement
hearings from court personnel to persons with disabilities is not acceptable.



Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments for your consideration. .

Martha Lenderman
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